Vehicle Buyer Alert!
Ray Valdes, the Seminole County Tax Collector, advises potential car buyers of a rare
but increasing problem – cloned vehicles. A cloned vehicle is a stolen vehicle where the
VIN (Vehicle Identification Number) and title paperwork have been altered to mask the
true identity of the vehicle.
The problems occur when a potential buyer responds to an ad or sees a vehicle for sale in
a parking lot and calls to meet the owner/seller. Funds are paid for the vehicle and when
the buyer comes to the Tax Collector’s office to attempt to title the vehicle, they find out
the vehicle is stolen.
The Tax Collector suggests the following steps to anyone seeking a vehicle to reduce the
risk of becoming a victim:
1. Purchase a vehicle from a licensed Florida auto dealer – this provides for greater
consumer protection.
2. Obtain a Carfax or similar registration/title history on the vehicle and carefully
review it, checking for discrepancies.
3. If it is a private/casual sale, arrange to meet the seller at a Tax Collector’s Office
before paying to ensure that there are no problems with the title transfer. If the
seller is not willing to do so, be skeptical.
4. Be especially cautious with vehicle sold on the Internet. There have been
problems with vehicles purchased on-line being stolen and/or where the new
owner could not obtain the proper paperwork to title the vehicle in Florida.
5. If a buyer decides to make a purchase and does not visit a Tax Collector Office,
the buyer should consider obtaining a bill of sale and obtain proof of seller’s
identity (review and record the information on the seller’s Driver License/ID
Card). That will allow law enforcement to pursue if the vehicle is found to be
stolen or if additional paperwork is needed from the seller to convey a proper title.
Finally, if the deal sounds too good to be true, it probably is! Look elsewhere.

